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Abstract:Video broadcasting is a popular application of wireless network. How-
ever, the existing layered approaches can hardly accommodate users with diverse
channel conditions as analog communication can do. The newly emerged ‘softcast’
approach, utilizing soft broadcast, provides smooth multicast performance but is not
very efficient in inter frame compression. In this work, we propose a motion-aligned
wireless video multicast scheme DCAST. Instead of using conventional close loop
prediction (CLP), DCAST is based on distributed source coding (DSC) theory. This
helps DCAST to avoid error propagation but still achieve high compression efficiency
in inter frame coding. DCAST outperforms softcast 5dB in video PSNR while main-
taining the similar graceful degradation feature as softcast.

1 Introduction

The main challenge of wireless video broadcast is to accommodate different users with
different channel conditions and provides the video quality corresponding to their
channel conditions respectively. Typical wireless video broadcast schemes based on
the DVB-T standard[1] combine a layered transmission scheme[2][3] and scalable video
coding (SVC) scheme [4][5]. SVC encodes the video signal into one base layer (BL)
and multiple enhancement layers (EL). In transmission, the hierarchical modulation
(HM)[6] superimposes the multiple layer bits in one wireless symbol and allow the
user to decode different numbers of layers according to their own channel condition.
With SVC and HM, low SNR users can receive rough video signal while high SNR
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users can receive high quality video signal. However, the layered schemes reduces
both the compression efficiency and the transmission efficiency. Also, such scheme
only provides limited choices of BL and EL rates, e.g. DVB-T standard specifies 3
BL rates and 5 EL rates. This creates cliff effects in video quality as opposed to
continuously changing channel condition.

In contrast to the digital transmission, analog transmission naturally supports
broadcasting to users with different SNR, since the channel noise is directly trans-
formed into reconstruction noise of the video. However, transmitting video signal di-
rectly in analog form without compression is inefficient and of low quality. Recently,
a novel wireless video broadcasting approach called Softcast [7] has been proposed
based on soft compression and soft transmission. Softcast transmits the linear trans-
form of the video signal directly in analog channel without quantization, FEC and
modulation. However, Softcast exploits intra frame redundancy only and thus is not
very efficient in the aspect of video signal compression. In a recent improved version
of Softcast, the utilization of 3D-DCT partially enables inter frame compression[8].
However, without motion compensation the inter frame redundancy is still not fully
exploited in 3D-DCT based softcast.

In this paper, we propose a new wireless video multicast approach called DCAST.
DCAST utilizes soft broadcast as softcast does. Additionally, we apply motion es-
timation in DCAST. To apply traditional inter frame coding in soft compression is
inefficient due to the inter frame error propagation. Therefore, we utilize the dis-
tributed source coding (DSC)[9] technique in DCAST to achieve high efficient inter
frame compression and meanwhile avoid error drifting. Instead of transmitting (the
linear transform of) the video signal itself, DCAST transmits the coset code [10] of
the video signal by raw OFDM. This significantly reduces the magnitude of the signal
but the receiver can still decode the signal with the help of the inter frame prediction.
Furthermore, to improve the performance, the ME process and MV transmission
are optimized. In experiments, the proposed approach achieves significant gain over
Softcast. Moreover, the proposed approach has no frame delay and is applicable in
realtime applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduce the background
of this paper. Section 3 presents the proposed DCAST. Section 4 gives experimental
results and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 Softcast

Softcast is a simple but joint design covering the functionality of video compression,
channel coding and PHY layer transmission in one scheme. Softcast consists of three
steps: transform, power allocation and whitening. Transform removes the spatial
redundancy of a video frame. Power allocation minimizes the total distortion by op-
timally scaling the transform coefficients. Whitening step transforms the coefficients
by Hadamard matrix to create packets with equal average power and equal impor-
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Figure 1: Compression of X when its side information S is available at the decoder

tance. All the steps are linear operations thus the channel noise is directly transformed
into reconstruction noise of the video. Therefore, Softcast can accommodate multiple
user with different channel SNR. In addition, by skipping low importance coefficients
Softcast can also efficiently broadcast video in narrow band channels.

More importantly, softcast accommodates multiple users without scarifying the
performance of any single users. According to the experimental result in [8], softcast,
as a broadcast approach, can give each individual client the corresponding
video quality that a best conventional unicast approach (H.264+channel
coding+QAM) can provide.

2.2 Distributed source coding

The main difficulty to enable inter frame coding in softcast is the error propagation
problem. Typical inter frame coding schemes utilize close loop prediction (CLP), i.e.
encode the motion compensated difference between a video frame and its previous
frame. However, in Softcast, the noise of each frame will add to its following frames
if we only transmit their difference. This will successively reduce the reconstruction
quality frame after frame. The main reason to cause this problem is that the encoder
cannot exactly know the decoder reconstruction frame.

To compress a source with its prediction only available at decoder is a typical
problem in distributed source coding(DSC). As shown in Fig. 1, X is the source rep-
resenting the current video frame, S is its side information representing the predicted
frame. The theoretical foundations of DSC, the Slepian-Wolf theorem[11] and the
Wyner-Ziv theorem[12], presents an important conclusion that, a source X can be
efficiently compressed with its predictor S only available at the decoder.

Practically, DSC employs coset coding [13] or syndrome coding[14]. Accompanied
by the advances of the practical solutions, DSC has found considerable usage in video
compression[15][13].

3 Proposed DCAST approach

The proposed DCAST approach is a wireless video multicast system based on soft
broadcast. It utilizes linear transform and distributed source coding to remove both
intra frame redundancy and inter frame redundancy.

Fig. 2 depicts the server side of DCAST. DCAST first transforms the original
image into DCT domain. Meanwhile, DCAST performs ME and MC on the original
video sequence to get the encoder predictions and MVs. Then DCAST applies coset
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Figure 2: DCAST server

coding on the transform coefficients of the original image to get, for each DCT coeffi-
cients, the modular reminder. The step of the coset coding is estimated by using the
information of the encoder prediction. The MVs of the current frame, in the form of
a matrix, is also transformed by DCT. The modular reminders and the transformed
coefficients of the MVs are then scaled for optimal power allocation. Then, before
soft transmission, Hadamard transform is applied on the signal to whiten the noise.
At last, the resulting signal is directly transmitted over the raw OFDM channel as if
it was analog signal.

The client side of DCAST is depicted in Fig. 3. The signal received from the raw
OFDM channel is raw signal plus channel noise. After inverse Hadamard transform,
the DCT coefficients of the coset values and the MVs are estimated by MMSE. The
MVs are transformed back to spatial domain by inverse DCT. Then the MC module
generates the predicted frame by the MVs and the reference frame. The predicted
frame is transformed into frequency domain by DCT. Then with the coset values and
the predictors, the coset decoding module recovers the DCT coefficients of the current
frame. At last, the signals are transformed back to spatial domain, and are linearly
combined with the predicted signals by MMSE to generate the final reconstruction.
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Figure 3: DCAST client
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3.1 Coset coding

Coset coding is a typical technique used in DSC. It partitions the set of possible
input source values into several cosets and transmits the coset index to the decoder.
With the coset index and the predictor, the decoder can recover the source value
by choosing the one in the coset closest to the predictor. Coset coding achieves
compression because the coset index has typically lower entropy than the source
value.

The proposed DCAST uses a special coset code with real value input and real
value output. The proposed approach divides each transform coefficient X by a step
q and get the remainder L as follows.

L = X − �X

q
+

1

2
�q (1)

L is the coset index although it is real value. This is actually throwing away the main
part of X. In some sense L represents the detail of X.

At the user side, with the received coset value L̂ and the side information S (i.e.
the predicted DCT coefficients), the receiver reconstructs the DCT coefficients by
coset decoding. Given the coset value L̂, there are multiple possible reconstructions
of X forming a coset C.

C = {L̂, L̂ ± q, L̂ ± 2q, L̂ ± 3q, ...} (2)

DCAST selects in C the one nearest to the side information S as the reconstruction
of the DCT coefficient.

X̂ = arg min
c∈C

|c − S| (3)

The value of q is calculated by estimating the noise of the decoder prediction as shown
in [16].

3.2 Channel Coding: Power allocation and Whitening

The channel coding of DCAST is similar to softcast[8]. The coset data, i.e. the L
value of each DCT coefficients are encoded using several linear operations. First the
DCT coefficients are divided into 64 subbands and for each subband i we calculate
the variance σ2

L(i) of the L values. Then all L are scaled for optimal power allocation
between different subbands. Let P be the total power, and gi be the gain (scaling
factor) of Li, the optimal power allocation in terms of minimizing the distortion is

L̃i = giLi, gi =

(
σ−1

L (i)P∑
σL(i)

)1/2

(4)

After this optimal scaling, the variances of the L̃ values of each subbands are
still different. To redistribute energy, the L̃ values from different subbands are com-
bined together to form vectors and the new vectors are transformed by Hadamard
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matrix. This creates packets with equal energy and equal importance. In PHY layer,
the packets are directly mapped into transmitted signal. This direct mapping is by
modifying the existing 802.11 PHY layer to allow raw data to bypass the FEC and
QAM. The gain g of each subband are compressed and transmitted to receiver side
by standard 802.11 PHY layer with FEC and BPSK modulation.

3.3 Optimal MV coding

The communication of motion information are also through soft broadcast. Similar
to the transmission of the pixel value, DCAST performs 2D DCT transform on the
motion vector field IMV to obtain the transform coefficients CMV .

CMV = AIMVAT (5)

However, optimal power allocation of the CMV is different from the one of the
pixel value. The size of the motion field is only 1/64 of the image resolution for 8x8
block size. Thus it is inefficient to divide the CMV into subbands and transmit the
gain g of each subbands.

In DCAST, the gain g of CMV are derived as follows. We model the motion vector
field IMV as random Markov field with auto correlation function r(l, m) = σ2

MV ρ|l|ρ|m|

where l and m are spatial distance between two MVs and ρ is the correlation coefficient
between the MVs of two immediate neighbor blocks. According to [17], the transform
domain variance and the spatial domain variance has following linear relation:

E(C2
MV) = σ2

MV VMV (6)

where C2
MV is the element-wise square of matrix CMV, and

VMV = diag(ARMVAT )diag(ARMVAT )T (7)

is a scaling matrix with

RMV =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 ρ ρ2 ρ3

ρ 1 ρ ρ2

ρ2 ρ 1 ρ
ρ3 ρ2 ρ 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (8)

Then with the E(C2
MV) in 6, DCAST calculates the optimal gain of each CMV at

both encoder and decoder. The calculation of the optimal gain gMV is similar to the
calculation of the g in Eq.4. In DCAST, the ρ is estimated at the encoder and is
sent to the decoder side together with all the gi in the Eq.4. Let GMV be the matrix
formed by optimal gain gMV . The optimal coding of the DCT coefficients of MVs is

C̃MV = GMV � CMV. (9)

where � denotes element-wise multiplication.
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3.4 Optimized motion estimation

DCAST performs block based motion estimation. The target of the ME in DCAST
is to get, at decoder side, the best prediction in terms of MSE. The prediction noise
at the decoder consists of three components: the encoder prediction noise, the noise
propagated from reference pixel, and the noise caused by MV error. In this work, we
assume these three components are independent, and thus we have:

Ndec
pred = N enc

pred + Nref + NMV (10)

where Ndec
pred is the MSE of decoder prediction, N enc

pred is the MSE of encoder prediction,
Nref is the noise variance of reference pixels, NMV is the additional noise variance
caused by MV error.

Let s∗(l) be the encoder prediction and s(l) be the decoder prediction. With the
analysis of the power density function [18], the additional prediction error is:

NMV =
1

4π2

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

2Φss(ω)(1 − E{cos(ωTΔ)})dω (11)

where Δ is the MV error. In this work, we assume the MV error Δ satisfies Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and covariance 1

2
σ2

ΔI2×2. For small σ2
Δ,

NMV ≈ 1

8π2
σ2

Δ

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

Φss(ω)ωT ωdω (12)

Furthermore, the variance σ2
Δ can be calculated by using the signal power of the MV

and the SNR of the channel. Therefore, NMV can be estimated by

NMV ≈ γσ2
Δ = γσ2

MV

(
Es

N0

)−1

= γ

(
Es

N0

)−1

E(I2
MV ). (13)

where the Es
N0

is the channel SNR and γ = 1
8π2

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π
Φss(ω)ωT ωdω.

In 10, the noise variance of reference pixels are constant to the ME process of the
current frame. Therefore the minimization of 10 is equivalent to the minimization of
following cost function:

J = MSE + λI2
MV (14)

where the λ = γ
(

Es
N0

)−1

. The value of Es
N0

is the SNR of the user we would like to

optimize for.

3.5 MMSE at decoder

The proposed approach contains two Minimum Mean Square Estimator (MMSE),
operating in transform domain and spatial domain respectively.

The first MMSE is to reconstruct the coset value L in transform domain with
minimum distortion. The received signal can be written as:

Y = HGL + N (15)
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where H is Hadamard matrix, G is the diagonal matrix for power allocation, and N
is the channel noise. The MMSE reconstruction L̂∗ is

L̂∗(i) =
σ2

L(i)

σ2
L(i) + σ2

N/g2
i

L̃(i) (16)

L̂ = (HG)−1Y (17)

where σ2
L(i) and σ2

N are the variance of L(i) and N respectively.
The second MMSE is to reconstruct the pixel value x in spatial domain with

minimum distortion. Considering the coset output x̂ as the first noisy observation and
the predicted pixel S as the second observation, the current pixel x is reconstructed
by following MMSE:

x∗ = αs + (1 − α)x̂ (18)

α =
σ2

x̂−x

σ2
s−x + σ2

x̂−x

(19)

where σ2
x̂−x is the variance of the original reconstruction noise, and σ2

s−x is the variance
of the prediction noise. In DCAST, the prediction noise variance is estimated at block
level. Since x̂ is close to x, the prediction noise variance is estimated by calculating
σ2

s−x̂. The reconstruction noise variance is estimated in frame level. The estimation
is based on the power of the received signal (the coset value) and the SNR of the
channel.

4 Experiments
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Figure 4: Performance comparison in AWGN channel

In experiments, we evaluate the performance of the proposed DCAST in video
multicast. We compare DCAST with Softcast[7][8] and analog transmission. Analog
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transmission means to transmit the video pixels directly over the channel. The test
is video multicast to users with diverse SNR.

Both DCAST and Softcast encode the video into packets by soft compression.
The video test sequences are ‘foreman qcif.yuv’ and ‘bus qcif.yuv’. The video frame
rate is 30Hz. The GOP structure is ‘IPPP...’. The channel bandwidth is equal to
the video bandwidth (i.e. the number of video pixels per second). Note that DCAST
have to transmit the MVs to the receiver. In our implementation, the ME is of block
size 8x8. Thus the MVs occupies about 2/64 of the bandwidth. In both softcast and
DCAST, the number of subbands is also 64. To be fair in bandwidth occupation, we
let DCAST to discard for each frame two subbands with minimum prediction error.

After soft compression, DCAST and Softcast communicate the video packets by
soft transmission. The video packets are transmitted to OFDM. The OFDM signal
is transmitted over AWGN channel. The receiver passes the signal to the OFDM
module to perform CFO corrections, channel estimation and correction, and phase
tracking. Then it inverts the operations of the transmitter and forwards the soft
information to video decoding layer.

The results are given in Fig.4. The 2D-DCT based softcast (softcast2D) [7] is
4-6dB better than analog transmission. The 3D-DCT based softcast (softcast3D) [8]
is about 2-3dB better than softcast2D. Our DCAST is 3-6dB better than softcast2D,
and is 0.8-2.2dB better than softcast3D. Moreover, DCAST does not introduce frame
delays as softcast3D do and is applicable for realtime video multicast like softcast2D.
The visual quality comparison is given in Fig.5. The channel SNR is set to be 10dB.
It is clear that DCAST has better visual quality than softcast.

(a) Original frame (b) Softcast2D (c) Softcast3D (d) DCAST

Figure 5: Visual quality comparison, the 5th frame of foreman qcif.yuv, SNR=10dB

5 Conclusions

In this work we propose a DSC based video multicast approach: DCAST. DCAST is
based on soft broadcast, thus performs gracefully in video multicast. DCAST applies
DSC principle into video multicast and benefits from motion compensation while
avoiding the error propagation. DCAST comprehensively utilizes linear transform,
coset coding to achieve better performance than the state-of-art multicast approach
Softcast.
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